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Partnerships and Community Collaboration 
take different thinking, even for planning

} You need to know…
} Building Block Concepts of Project Management
} Useful Tools of Collaborative Planning
} How “Smart Evaluation” allows Collaborative Learning
} How to avoid “And then a miracle happens!”

Single
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Triple



What to Expect Today

Foundations of 
Project 

Management

Key Concepts for 
Collaborative 

Planning

Evaluation as 
Collaborative 

Learning

Bringing It All 
Together

Rapid introduction to project management, collaborative planning, 
and evaluation, along with some tips and Q&A

Purpose



So, Who’s Familiar with Project Management?
} Did You Know?:  

} You can become a Certified Project Management Professional (PMP)
} You can become a Certified Program Management Professional (PgMP)

Quick Question:  
If you have formal project management training or experience, how have you used it?  
• What types of projects?  
• What was your role in the project?

Ø Type in Chat Box



Collaboration as Projects
} Project Management:  Organizing the work of a team to 

achieve specific goals and meet specific success criteria in a 
specified time.



Collaboration as Projects
} Project Management:  Organizing the work of a team to 

achieve specific goals and meet specific success criteria in a 
specified time.

And “collaboration” involves:
1. Work on which to collaborate
2. A Team working together, collaborating
3. Goals for the work
4. A idea of what “success” would be
5. Time within which to finish the work

Hmmmm…  Seems so easy… 
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Collaboration as Projects
} Project Management:  Organizing the work of a team to 

achieve specific goals and meet specific success criteria in a 
specified time.

} Partnerships and Community Collaboration present 
curveball challenges because…
} Collaboration deals with Wicked Problems, which are unstructured
} Goals are often unclear
} Success criteria depend on perspective
} TEAM can include members from a formal organizational hierarchy and

from outside the organization, employees and partners

Q: What else makes partnerships and 
community collaboration challenging?



The Big Picture:  Seeing a Project
} 4-P’s:  Basic Building Blocks

} Plan: Planning and forecasting activities.
} Process: Overall approach to all activities and project governance.
} People: Including dynamics of how they collaborate and 

communicate.
} Power: Lines of authority, decision-makers, policies for 

implementation, etc.



The Big Picture:  Seeing a Project
} 4-P’s:  Basic Building Blocks

} Plan, Process, People, Power

} Phased Approach: Basic “Lifecycle”
} Begin: Initiation/Start-Up, “What are you being asked to do?”
} Process Design: Planning and Design, “How are you going to do it?”
} Build: Doing the Project, Execution, “Doing it”
} Learn: Monitoring and controlling, adjusting as you go, “Is there a need 

for change?”
} Finishing: Completion, closing, sunsetting, “Is there still a need?”
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Notice the “iterative” part?



The Big Picture:  Seeing a Project
} 4-P’s:  Basic Building Blocks

} Plan, Process, People, Power

} Phased Approach: Basic “Lifecycle”
} Begin, Process Design, Build, Learn, Finishing

} Triple Constraint: Basic Needs
} Time (Hard Stop, Dependencies)
} Resources (People, Money, Equipment) 
} Scope (Mission, Task, Constraints)



Getting the Parts to Work:  Running a Project
} Governance and Administration: Strategic

} Champion: Political support, Financial support,  Advocate
} Decision-Maker/Authority:  What authority do you have?
} Project Charter: Formal or informal?  
} Communications Plan/Strategy: Internal/Organizational, 

External/Public



Getting the Parts to Work:  Running a Project
} Governance and Administration: Strategic

} Risk Management: What might get in the way? 
} How do those interact (cumulative)?
} Does it threaten project completion (building) or project results 

(operating)?
} How much damage can it cause?
} How can you reduce or control that threat?



Getting the Parts to Work:  Running a Project
} Governance and Administration: Strategic

} Risk Management: What might get in the way? 

} Work Breakdown Structure (WBS): Tactical
} Map of resources, time, and sequence for deliverables across 

whole project (Gantt chart)
} Dependencies:  What has to happen first?



Taking a Structured Approach to 
Unstructured Problems: Tips to Try
} Tip #1: Make your “logic model” explicit

} “If that is our goal, this is what will have to happen to get there, these
are the things likely to get in the way, and these are people and 
organizations who can help.”



Taking a Structured Approach to 
Unstructured Problems: Tips to Try
} Tip #1: Make your “logic model” explicit

} Tip #2: Do a “stakeholder analysis”
} Who cares and why?
} What are their relationships with each other and with us?



Taking a Structured Approach to 
Unstructured Problems: Tips to Try
} Tip #1: Make your “logic model” explicit

} Tip #2: Do a “stakeholder analysis”

} Tip #3: Focus on the three ways the wheels can fall off
} Politics: You get rolled politically (undermined)
} Process: You lose in court (procedural violations)
} Practice: You come up with something that just won’t work (impractical)

} Tip #4: Use the tools of collaborative planning
} Coming up next…



Summary: Project Management Foundations
} Project Management:  Organizing the work of a team to 

achieve specific goals and meet specific success criteria in a 
specified time.
} 4-P’s (plan, process, people, and power) interact during basic phases 

(lifecycle) and under basic limits (triple constraint)

} Collaboration and partnerships present special challenges
} Seeing a Project
} Running a Project

Q: What’s your main take-away for 
project management?
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Collaborative Planning
} Involving the right people…
} …with the right information…
} …at the right time…
} …on the right problem. Who?

What?

When?

Why?



Collaborative Planning
} Involving the right people with the right information at the right time on the right 

problem.

} Reverse planning instead of forward planning
} Forward planning is traditional steps:  “I’m here and I need to go there”
} Reverse planning is more cyclical, iterative: “We want to go there, so what 

might get in our way (risk) between here and there, how do we deal 
with those and who might help?”



Collaborative Planning
} Involving the right people with the right information at the right time on the right 

problem.

} Reverse planning instead of forward planning

Traditional Forward Planning (Rational): Efficiency

Reverse Planning (Recognition Primed Decision Making):Appropriateness



Collaborative Planning
} Involving the right people with the right information at the right time on the right 

problem.

} Reverse planning instead of forward planning

} Attention to “stakeholders” means attention to roles (RACI)
} Responsible (Coordinates Work)
} Accountable (Signs-Off on the Work)
} Consult/Collaborate (Involved in the Work)
} Inform (Needs to Know)

TASK ROLES

Responsible Accountable Consult/Collaborate Inform

[Task 1]

[Task 2]

[Task 3]



Collaboration as an Accordion
} A collaborative process is defined as much by what happens 

when everyone is together as when they are apart.



Collaboration as an Accordion
} True even for policy development



Governance: Communication Strategy 

} Anchor: 5 Strategic Questions
} Guide Inquiry
} Focus meetings
} Move to Mgmt. Decision:

1. Where are we now and where are 
we going?

2. Where do we want to go and is 
that where we’re going?

3. What gets in our way?
4. How might we go where we want?
5. How might we gauge progress and 

learn?

} Macro: Internal & External
} Micro: Upwards & Outwards 
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Collaborative Planning: Tips to Try
} Tip #1: “Stakeholders” are inside your agency and unit too!

} Your risk analysis and communication strategy should reflect
} Cross-walk RACI with communication/collaboration strategies

} Tip #2: Surface assumptions as part of your logic model
} Different stakeholders often have different assumptions
} Challenging assumptions helps identify “risk”



Collaborative Planning: Tips to Try
} Tip #1: “Stakeholders” are inside your agency and unit too!

} Tip #2: Surface assumptions as part of your logic model

} Tip #3: Make sure every event—large or small—builds from past 
and for future
} Sets up next event(s) and focuses the work in-between

} Tip #4: Make evaluation and “collaborative learning” part of your 
thinking from the beginning
} Coming up next…



Summary: Collaborative Planning
} Collaborative Planning:  Involving the right people with the right 

information at the right time on the right stuff
} Initiation: Planning for Collaborative Effort
} Building: Establishing or Growing Collaborative Capacity
} Operations: Maintaining a Collaborative Approach

Q: What’s your main take-away about collaborative planning?

Stop 
Wheels 

from 
Falling 

Off
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More Information is Not Always Better
} We are wired to believe:

} More information is always better, and 

} Any information we gather is relevant.



More Information is Not Always Better
} Studies show we can make better

decisions faster with less information
} Too much information may cause…

} “Lost-in-the-weeds”

} Analysis Paralysis

} False sense of certainty (creeping determinism).

} Why might less be better? 
} Because we take an approach combining…

} Humility: “We’ll never know everything anyway!”

} Confidence: “We’ll learn and adjust as we go!”

} Just Do It!

} Easier to separate signal from noise



Evaluation during Collaborative Planning
} Collaborative planning is about using insights from multiple, different, 

sometimes competing perspectives to identify: 
a) What’s working?
b) What isn’t? 
c) What needs to change (or not)? 

…AND sharing those insights.



Evaluation during Collaborative Planning
} Collaborative planning is about using insights from multiple, different, sometimes 

competing perspectives to identify (a) what’s working, (b) what isn’t, and (c) what needs to 
change AND sharing those insights.

} LOGIC MODEL: Remember Reverse Planning?
} IF this is our goal or “desired outcome”…
} THEN we should take these actions (tasks) …
} BECAUSE we should see these results if the actions are working

} Effectiveness: Does the action have the expected effects?

} Efficiency: Are the effects moving you in the expected direction?



Evaluation during Collaborative Planning
} Collaborative planning is about using insights from multiple, different, sometimes 

competing perspectives to identify (a) what’s working, (b) what isn’t, and (c) what needs to 
change AND sharing those insights.

} LOGIC MODEL: Remember Reverse Planning?
} IF this is our goal or “desired outcome”…
} THEN we should take these actions (tasks) …
} BECAUSE we should see these results if the actions are working

} Effectiveness: Does the action have the expected effects?

} Efficiency: Are the effects moving you in the expected direction? Output focus 
(not input)



Evaluation Frames: What are you evaluating?
} Collaborative Process: 

} Is the collaborative process doing what we expect?
} What feedback have we heard?
} What adjustments are needed and why?

} Plan Content:
} What decision are we trying to make and why?  

} Is there a need to change what we’ve been doing?
} What do we really need to know? (not “what do we have?”)
} What information/data do we have for those questions?

} Decision/Plan Outcome:
} What do we monitor/evaluate to learn if there’s a need for change?
} If there’s an undesired outcome, is it because of something we’re doing? 

Process

ContentOutcome



Ways to Keep It Real and Simple
} +/△: Quick feedback from participants about a meeting

} Plus: What worked well?
} Delta: What should we change?

} Observation: Perfectly allowable under PRA; best when meeting goals are 
clear and a template/guide is available

} After-Action-Review: Commonly used in military, fire, and policy 
community
1. What was intended?
2. What actually happened?

3. What can you learn about why it happened?
4. What would you do next time (same or different)?
5. What will you do now (communication, planning, etc.)?

+ △



Evaluation as Collaborative Learning
} Sometimes evaluation is really just description (rote learning)

} Measuring and documenting what you can instead of what you need



Evaluation as Collaborative Learning
} Sometimes evaluation is really just description (rote learning)

} Notice difference between (1) Descriptive, (2) Prescriptive, and (3) Diagnostic
} Descriptive lacks a driving theory, a “logic model”, with basic problem/action dyad
} Prescriptive relies on insights and experience of evaluator related to problem (frame) 

and prescribed answer/solution (action)

} Diagnostic allows development of “logic model” with problem AND options for 
addressing it (Actions), often from different perspectives

Prescriptive:
“If all you have 
is a hammer, all 
the world is a 

nail”

Cognitive Bias, 
Over-reliance 

on the Familiar



Evaluation as Collaborative Learning
} Sometimes evaluation is really just description (rote learning)

} Notice difference between (1) Descriptive, (2) Prescriptive, and (3) Diagnostic

} Diagnostic: Collaborative Learning 
} Leveraging our differences to get a more complete picture
} The complete picture can include assumptions, some competing and some 

unsupported or even wrong



Collaborative Learning has Levels of Learning
} Descriptive: What are the conditions?

} Not really a “loop”, not iterative; many untested assumptions

} Single Loop:  Are our actions having the effect we want?
} Are our actions effective? (Not whether actions “right”)
} Assumes direction is desired (Direction is “right”)

} Double Loop:  Are conditions changing in desired direction 
AND direction remains desired?
} Are actions and strategy consistent with goals and objectives? 
} Are actions, goals, and results aligned AND still “right”? 

} Triple Loop: Learning-about-learning
} Does our evaluation process allow us to recognize when a need-for-

change exists in actions, direction, or both?
} Note: Often supported by intuition or opinion (subjective 

evidence), as opposed to data (objective evidence), but still 
invaluable

Single

Double

Triple



Collaborative Learning has Levels of Learning

Collaborative 
Learning

Can 
incorporate any 
or all of these 

levels

Descriptive 
learning stops 
at description

Prescriptive 
learning stops 
at Single Loop

} Descriptive: What are the conditions?

} Single Loop:  Are our actions having the effect we want?

} Double Loop:  Are conditions changing in desired direction 
AND direction remains desired?

} Triple Loop: Learning-about-learning

Single

Double

Triple



Diagnostic Framework: Open-Narrow-Close
} Anchor: Understanding 

the ‘Planning Challenge’ 
and ‘Opportunities’



Diagnostic Framework: Open-Narrow-Close
} Anchor: Understanding the ‘Planning 

Challenge’ and ‘Opportunities’

} Open-Narrow-Close Diagnosis:

} Open: Understand ‘Situation’ from various 
perspectives, including science and management

} Narrow: Surface options while focusing on 
“What’s Most Important?” and “Need for 
Change?”

} Close: Move to decision based upon managerially 
relevant criteria established collaboratively

} Strengths:

} Avoids prematurely closing/narrowing
} Extinction By Instinct (Prescriptive)

} Avoids never closing/narrowing
} Analysis Paralysis (Descriptive)



Collaborative Learning: Tips to Try
} Tip #1: Look for simplicity after understanding

} Big ideas don’t require complexity

} Tip #2: Start thinking about evaluation early and often
} Develop logic model as part of collaborative planning
} Manage project to produce the evaluation logic model you’ll need

} Tip #3: Evaluate process, content, and outcome
} How you get there matters (process)
} Know what successful content looks like
} Evaluate outcomes that matter

} Tip #4: Frame evaluation around “need for change”
} How will you know when and if there’s a “need for change” in the 

process, content, or outcome?
} Because, if there’s no “need for change”, you can stay the course

Process

ContentOutcome



+ △

Summary: Collaborative Learning
} Collaborative Learning: Diagnostic approach to leveraging 

differences in perspectives, education, and interests to get a more 
complete picture
} That picture will include assumptions, some competing and some 

unsupported or even wrong, and focuses on Need for Change

Q: What’s your main take-away for collaborative learning?

Single

Double

Triple
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“Watch Outs”: Collaboration Traps
} When you’re managing collaborative efforts, 

there are patterns of behavior you should 
avoid…

…these are “watch outs”



“Watch Outs”: Collaboration Traps
} When you’re managing collaborative efforts, 

there are patterns of behavior you should 
avoid…

…these are “watch outs”
1. Technical Blinders?

2. External Bias?

3. Focused on power-sharing instead of power-
leveraging?

4. Agency Capture?

5. Lack of Substance?

6. Infeasibility? 

7. Ballistic Behavior?

8. Political Cow-pies?

https://www.partnership-academy.net/products/the-8-watch-outs-of-collaboration/

https://www.partnership-academy.net/products/the-8-watch-outs-of-collaboration/
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“Need for Change” Planning
} It’s all about the balance!

} Enough structure and confidence to recognize surprises
} Logic model
} Clear assumptions
} Multiple perspectives

} Enough humility and flexibility to deal with surprises
} Watch for signals
} Expect the unexpected
} “Broken leg predictions”

HUMILITY CONFIDENCE

I don’t know 
what I don’t know

I’ll know it 
when I see it



“Need for Change” Planning

Oh, and “situational awareness”…

HUMILITY CONFIDENCE

I don’t know 
what I don’t know

I’ll know it 
when I see it

} It’s all about the balance!

} Enough structure and confidence to recognize surprises
} Logic model
} Clear assumptions
} Multiple perspectives

} Enough humility and flexibility to deal with surprises
} Watch for signals
} Expect the unexpected
} “Broken leg predictions”



Collaboration is about how you do your work
} Projects are not just a series 

of public events, but also 
what happens in between 
} A ladder is defined as much by 

the space between the rungs as 
by the rungs themselves

} So it is with collaboration…



How to avoid “And then a miracle happens!”
} Tip #1: Be Intentional and Flexible

} Luck is a poor substitute for planning, but plans attract good luck

} Tip #2:  Make Sure Everyone’s Time Matters
} Every event or task should be clear because it has a clear need

} Tip #3: Look to Learn
} Know what you want out of each event, what you need for progress
} “If you don’t know where you’re going, any road will do.”

} Tip #4: Make Smart Adjustments
} Continuous learning and situational awareness allow you to know when to change



Questions?  
} What questions remain?
} What are you curious to learn more about?

Single

Double

Triple
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